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Abstract The yields of the six declared underground nuclear tests at the North Korean test site are
estimated using high‐frequency teleseismic P wave amplitude modeling and waveform equalization of
short‐period teleseismic P waves and regional Pn signals. Average amplitudes of the first cycle of
high‐frequency (>4 Hz) filtered P wave displacements for each event, adjusted for station sampling
relative to the 3 September 2017 event, are modeled using Mueller‐Murphy explosion source models
for granite and a constant‐Q attenuation operator with t* = 0.78 ± 0.03 s. The yield estimates range
from 2.6 to 230 kt. Intercorrelation, a waveform equalization procedure that accounts for source
function and depth‐phase variations between events, is applied to large sets of filtered (>0.8 Hz)
teleseismic P and regional Pn seismograms. Searching over yield and burial depth for both events gives
optimal parameters by simultaneous waveform equalization of multiple stations. Using specified
burial depths spanning from 430 to 710 m for all events based on estimated locations in the source
topography assuming tunneling with 4% grade, along with allowing for reduction in source region
velocity due to weathering, rock layering, and damage zones, gives yield estimates ranging from 1.4 to
250 kt. Comparison of predicted and observed spectral ratios of Pn phases at station MDJ establishes
that these source models are reasonable. Using the preferred yield estimates from intercorrelation,
WIC, a yield‐calibrated relation of mbNEIC = 0.9 log10WIC + 4.13 is determined for the North Korean
test site.

1. Introduction

During 2006 to 2017, the Democratic People's Republic of Korea (DPRK) conducted six declared
underground nuclear tests (Table 1) at the Punggye‐ri test site near 41.3°N, 129.1°E. Seismological
monitoring is the primary method for remotely detecting, locating, identifying, and estimating explosion
yields of underground nuclear tests. The events were readily detected and identified (e.g., Walter et al.,
2018), in addition to being announced. Precise relative locations for the six explosions, with uncertainties
on the order of a few hundred meters, have been determined by numerous seismic differential arrival time
studies (e.g., Carluccio et al., 2014; Gibbons et al., 2017, 2018; He et al., 2018; Myers et al., 2018; Murphy
et al., 2013; Selby, 2010; Wang et al., 2018; Wen & Long, 2010; Yao et al., 2018; Zhang & Wen, 2013; Zhao
et al., 2016; Zhao, Xie, He, et al., 2017). Absolute locations are much more difficult to resolve, and various
strategies have been used to place the suite of precise relative locations in absolute position with respect
to the source region topography, locations of tunnel portals, and/or deformation features on the surface
inferred from InSAR or satellite photography (e.g., Murphy et al., 2013; Myers et al., 2018; Pabian &
Coblentz, 2018; Pabian & Hecker, 2012; Patton & Pabian, 2014; Wei, 2017), with recent results having less
than ~0.5‐km variations. The absence of collapse craters for all events complicates the absolute location pro-
cess and indicates that burial depths for most events significantly exceed what is required for containment.
The representative epicenter estimates listed in Table 1 from Myers et al. (2018) are spatially constrained by
modeling 3‐D surface deformation indicated by InSAR to specify the location of NK4. The preponderance of
the evidence favors locations of the 2006 explosion beneath a ridgeline northeast of an eastern portal and of
the other five events north‐northwest of a western portal below the southern slope or summit ridge of Mount
Mantap (Figure 1). The mountain peak ridge elevation is 2,205–2,240 m, 776–800 m higher than the western
portal entrance.
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Given that the DPRK explosions were conducted in tunnels in mountainous topography, their effective bur-
ial depths were controlled by unknown tunnel geometry relative to observed portal locations. Smaller tunnel
explosions can readily be significantly overburied relative to normal containment practices. Burial depth
affects the confining pressure around the shot point such that an overburied explosion with larger yield
can produce the same seismic motions as a lower‐yield explosion at (shallower) normal burial depth.
Thus, for precise estimation of explosion yields, determination of the burial depth is important. The esti-
mates of source epicenters relative to the topography (Figure 1) place bounds on the plausible burial depths.
Assuming a positive tunnel grade of ~4%, which would ensure drainage (Pasyanos & Myers, 2018; Sinha,
1991), inferred topographic differences require correction of up to ~80 m to provide correct vertical depths,
and surface slope may further reduce the minimum distance from the free surface. Estimation of depth‐
phase arrival times from surface reflections can more directly constrain the source depth (Murphy et al.,
2013) as can absolute modeling of three‐dimensional surface deformation (e.g., Myers et al., 2018; Wang
et al., 2018). The ranges of published source depth estimates distribute from 200 to 800 m for the six events
(Table 2 and Table S1 in the supporting information).

Determining accurate absolute yield estimates from seismic recordings also requires knowledge of the
emplacement medium properties (source region rock type, water table level, etc.), as these affect the cavity
size, seismic coupling, and yield scaling, along with the elastic structure and attenuation properties of the

Table 1
Nuclear Test Origin Time and Body Wave Magnitudes (mb) From the USGS National Earthquake Information Center
(NEIC) and the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty Organization (CTBTO), Epicentral Locations From Myers et al. (2018),
and Abbreviated Event Name Used in This Paper for the Six DPRK Nuclear Tests

Event Time, UTC mbNEIC mbCTBTO Latitude (°N) Longitude (°E) Event name

9 October 2006 01:35:28.00 4.3 4.1 41.29192 129.10907 NK1
25 May 2009 00:54:43.12 4.7 4.5 41.29654 129.08298 NK2
12 February 2013 02:57:51.49 5.1 4.9 41.29276 129.07851 NK3
6 January 2016 01:30:01.48 5.1 4.9 41.29932 129.07622 NK4
9 September 2016 00:30:01.44 5.3 5.1 41.29983 129.08157 NK5
3 September 2017 03:30:01.77 6.3 6.1 41.29999 129.07901 NK6

Figure 1. Google Earth image of the Democratic People's Republic of Korea test site looking down from south‐southeast
of Mount Mantap. The estimated location uncertainty areas (95% probability) of the six North Korean tests obtained by
Myers et al. (2018; Table 1) are shown by the yellow regions. The location of the tunnel entrances for the eastern and
western tunnels are within the white boxes. Estimates of tunnel entrance locations and elevations are from Coblentz and
Pabian (2015). The distance from the center of the NK1 probability ellipse to that for NK3 is 2.57 km.
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crust and upper mantle along each path from the source to recording sta-
tions. Synthesizing existing small‐scale geologic maps with topographic
information, specifically the pattern of drainages within the region,
Coblentz and Pabian (2015) conclude that Mount Mantap is composed
of either aMesozoic/Cretaceous diorite or aMesozoic granite and overlain
by stratified volcanics and a thin basalt cap layer. The site of the 2006
event, ~2 km to the east, differs in that the rock in this region is likely
highly fractured and near the eastward extent of a granite‐gneiss contact
(Coblentz & Pabian, 2015). Specific rock properties at the explosion source
depths are not known. One can estimate various relative explosion size
measures with high precision by virtue of using consistent measurements
on common source‐to‐station paths and thereby suppressing unknown
propagation effects, but inferring relative or absolute yields still requires

knowledge of the source model and its scaling. Given that only a tiny fraction of the energy release in a
nuclear explosion generates elastic waves that can be seismically recorded (e.g., Haskell, 1967), empirical
calibration using independently measured explosions yields and seismic measures such as short‐period
P‐wave magnitude, mb, is ultimately required for high‐confidence yield determinations for any test site.
Lacking direct determination of any of the DPRK yields, all estimates involve multiple assumptions for
which the uncertainties must be considered.

A variety of methods have been used to estimate the yields or seismic moments of the six tests, including
assumed transportability of body wave, surface wave, or Lg magnitude yield scaling relations (e.g., Chun
et al., 2011; Hartmann et al., 2016; Yao et al., 2018; Zhang & Wen, 2013; Zhao et al., 2008, 2012, 2014,
2016, Zhao, Xie, Wang, et al., 2017,Zhao, Xie, He, et al., 2017); modeling of surface deformation (Wang
et al., 2018; Wei, 2017), regional waveforms and spectra (e.g., Murphy et al., 2013; Rougier et al., 2011;
Stevens & O'Brien, 2018; Stroujkova, 2018; Wang et al., 2018), regional coda envelopes (e.g., Pasyanos &
Myers, 2018), network‐averaged teleseismic P wave spectra (e.g., Murphy et al., 2013), and teleseismic P
waveforms (e.g., Chaves et al., 2018; Ni et al., 2010); and moment tensor inversion for the total and isotropic
moment of the explosions (e.g., Alvizuri & Tape, 2018; Barth, 2014; Cesca et al., 2017; Chiang et al., 2018;
Ford et al., 2009; Ichinose et al., 2017; Liu, Li, Zahradnik, Sokos, Liu, et al., 2018,Liu, Li, Zahradník,
Sokos, & Plicka, 2018; Vavrycuk & Kim, 2014; Wang et al., 2018; Yao et al., 2018). Some depth constraints
are inferred from infrasound as well (Assink et al., 2016). We summarize the ranges of yield estimates from
the literature in Table 2, with details provided in Table S1.

Guided by these prior studies, we estimate the yields of the six DPRK nuclear tests using both absolute and
relative methods. We first model teleseismic average absolute amplitudes of the first cycle of high‐frequency
(>4 Hz) filtered P displacement waveforms, which are relatively insensitive to depth‐phase interference, but
are sensitive to the choice of source model (including its depth dependence) and path attenuation. We then
use a short‐period waveform equalization method that provides relative source strength estimates and
source depth estimates for an assumed source model parameterization (Burger et al., 1986; Lay, 1985; Lay
et al., 1984). Associated absolute yield estimates are based on baselines from the waveform modeling, and
our preferred yield estimates from intercorrelation specify the source depths to stabilize the waveform equal-
ization. For the uncalibrated DPRK test site, the estimates of yield obtained here involve assumptions of spe-
cific source rock properties, a specific explosion source model with associated scaling properties, and specific
elastic and anelastic structures; all of these have uncertainties and the yield estimates are thus largely self‐
consistent, but nonunique.

2. Data Processing

Vertical‐component regional and teleseismic P wave recordings from all stations (>2,500 for 2017) in the
Incorporated Research Institutions for Seismology (IRIS) database are used in this study. The highest sample
rate and best signal‐to‐noise ratio data from BHZ, SHZ or HHZ channels are selected. For analysis of high‐
frequency Pwave signals at teleseismic distances, the preferred channels are deconvolved by the instrument
response to produce ground displacements in the passband 0.1 to 5 s, filtered with a causal high‐pass
Butterworth fourth‐order filter with a corner of 4‐Hz, and then interpolated to time sampling of 0.01 s, if

Table 2
Summary Ranges for Published Estimates of Yield and Depth of Burial From
Various Studies

Range of estimated yields and burial depths

Event name Depth of burial (m) Yield (kt)

2006 (NK1) 200–600 0.5–2.0
2009 (NK2) 300–710 1.0–10.5
2013 (NK3) 320–700 7.5–32.5
2016a (NK4) 420–783 2–24.4
2016b (NK5) 476–800 3–115
2017 (NK6) 450–800 30–300

Note. Details are provided in the supporting information Table S1.
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necessary. This processing is the same as that performed for NK6 data in Chaves et al. (2018). For short‐
period teleseismic P wave relative waveform analysis, the instrument responses are not deconvolved, and
the signals are just filtered with a causal high‐pass fourth‐order Butterworth filter with corner of 0.8 Hz,
then interpolated to time sampling of 0.01 s. Instrument responses are equalized to September 2017
responses if they changed during the time interval spanned by the explosions. Regional Pn recordings at
stations other than MDJ are filtered with a high‐pass filter with corner of 1.0 Hz. The entire data set is
manually screened to exclude traces with poor signal‐to‐noise ratio. The arrival times of Pn and P in the
high‐frequency ground motions and filtered short‐period signals are manually picked and 5‐s duration
time windows extracted.

3. Four‐Hertz Amplitude Modeling

For each 4‐Hz filtered P wave ground displacement signal, the first‐peak‐to‐first‐trough amplitude is mea-
sured. These amplitudes are corrected for geometric spreading to a reference distance of 5,500 km using a
smoothed amplitude‐distance curve obtained by ray tracing in a Jeffreys‐Bullen Earth model. This provides
18, 37, 103, 114, 141, and 517 amplitude measures for NK1 to NK6, respectively (Figure 2), with the large
variation in number of available data reflecting the range of explosion magnitudes (Table 1). The time dif-
ference from the first‐arrival onset to the first trough in the 4‐Hz filtered data is ~0.25 s, primarily controlled
by the high‐pass filter corner. This is on the order of the expected teleseismic pP delay time for burial depths
near 700 m for granite source rocks with a P velocity, V5.5 km/s. These high‐frequency measurements are

Figure 2. Logarithmic amplitudes of first‐peak‐to‐first‐trough of teleseismic P wave ground displacements filtered with a
causal fourth‐order high‐pass Butterworth filter with a corner frequency of 4 Hz, corrected for geometric spreading to
a reference distance of 5,500 km, plotted as a function of epicentral distance from the source region for the sixNorthKorean
underground nuclear tests. The log‐averaged mean values in nanometer are 0.287, 0.474, 0.600, 0.467, 0.638, and 2.676
for NK1–NK6, respectively. These mean values are biased by censoring of low‐amplitude signals for the smaller events.
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thus largely, but not totally, insensitive to interference from the depth phase, as four of the six events are
buried deeper than ~600 m. The two shallower events (NK1 and possibly NK3) are likely to have greater
pP sensitivity in the 4‐Hz passband. Since the filter does allow some lower‐frequency energy into the
signal, all events will have at least minor influence of pP. The logarithmically averaged mean amplitudes
range over a factor of 9.3 between NK1 and NK6, but Figure 2 indicates that this is an underestimate of
the true relative strength of the events, because the data from 2006 are all from relatively high amplitude
recordings at the Warramunga Array in Australia, for which the corresponding data for 2017 are signifi-
cantly higher than that event's population mean (likely due to low upper mantle attenuation beneath
Warramunga's continental shield location). Similar sampling biases afflict seismic magnitudes from the
National Earthquake Information Center (NEIC; Table 1) due to large differences in numbers of measured
station magnitudes, which range from 11 for NK1 to 941 for NK6.

In order to suppress the sampling bias of the mean amplitudes, we compute ratios of the observations for
each station recording NK1 to NK5 to the corresponding measurement for the extremely well‐sampled
NK6. This eliminates the common path and receiver effects, giving less‐biased relative amplitude measures.
We then multiply each ratio by the logarithmically averaged mean peak‐to‐trough amplitude for NK6
(2.676 nm) from Figure 2, computing the mean and standard error of the scaled ratios (Figure 3). The

Figure 3. Ratio of observed 4‐Hz filtered Pwave ground displacements for each event relative to the corresponding station
observation for event NK6 (2017), with the ratios being multiplied by the mean amplitude (2.676 nm) for NK6. The
solid line is the mean scaled ratio, and the dashed lines indicate 1 standard deviation of the scaled ratio values. The nrat is
the number of stations in common with NK6 for which ratios are shown. The mean values are relatively unbiased
estimates relative to NK6 compared to the event averages shown in Figure 2.
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number of ratios is 18, 35, 85, 101, and 119 for NK1 to NK5, respectively. There is now a factor of 34.8
between the mean amplitude estimates for NK1 and NK6, with the increase roughly corresponding to the
average bias between Warramunga observations and the event mean for NK6. Normalizing by the mean
measure for NK6 provides absolute 4‐Hz amplitude measures that are tied to the large data population for
NK6. The NK6 mean amplitude for data corrected to 5,500‐km distance was modeled jointly with
broadband P wave observations by Chaves et al. (2018), resulting in a yield estimate of 230 ± 50 kt for
NK6, for an average constant‐Q attenuation parameter t* = 0.78 ± 0.03 s, where t* is the path (s) integral
∫ds/[Vp(s)Q(s)], or total travel time over path average Q factor. The range of estimated t* is an
approximation of the standard error of the specific data ensemble used for NK6; individual path values of
t* likely vary by ~ ±0.4 s around the central value. The amplitude ratio procedure enables self‐consistent
modeling of all of the mean scaled ratios using the same attenuation operator.

The modeling procedure used for the 4‐Hz amplitudes is schematically illustrated in Figure 4. The far‐field
response, which includes the pP surface reflection depth phase, is computed for an explosion source impulse
at a specified depth in either in a plane‐layered or half‐space source structure for the ray parameter for a dis-
tance of 5,500 km. Geometric spreading is applied, along with a receiver function for either a half‐space or
layered receiver structure. All of the results presented in this paper are for half‐space calculations, given that
details of the source structure are not known and simple layered models give very similar results to the half‐
space calculations. The source time function is the reduced velocity potential (RVP) for far‐field Pwaves, for
which we adopt the Mueller‐Murphy model (Mueller & Murphy, 1971). This is parameterized by yield and
burial depth for a given rock type (e.g., Stevens & Day, 1985; Walter & Priestley, 1991). Here we adopt the
empirical granite explosion source parameters specified by Stevens and Day (1985), P velocity, V5.5 km/s,
S wave velocity, VS = 3.175 km/s, and density, ρ = 2,550 kg/m3. The elastic response is convolved with an
attenuation operator; we use a frequency‐independent, constant t* operator (Futterman, 1962). Spectral
amplitudes generated by the source, S(f), are strongly affected by t*, with the ground displacement frequency
spectra,U(f) ∝ S(f) × e‐πft*. Variation of t* from path to path clearly exists, but current aspherical attenuation
models are not reliable for predicting path‐specific values. Thus, we rely on the very large data set for NK6 to
provide sufficient sampling of path variations that the mean amplitude can be modeled by an average t*
representative of the overall distribution of path t* values. Synthetic Pwave ground motions are then filtered
with the same high‐pass Butterworth filter as applied to the data in order to compare the first‐peak‐to‐first‐
trough 4‐Hz amplitude predictions.

Figure 4. Schematic of the waveform modeling procedure. Far‐field ground displacement, U(t) is computed by
convolution of the source time function, S(t), and an anelastic Green's function, G(p,t). The source function, S(t), is the
reduced velocity potential for the Mueller‐Murphy source in a granite medium for a specified yield and source depth. A
layered or half‐space elastic medium is prescribed and the far‐field explosion impulse response is computed with the
source structure effects (SourceStruct(p,t)) including direct P and surface reflected pP phases computed for ray parameters,
p, corresponding to a specific station distance. Geometric spreading, GS(p), depends on mantle or half‐space P wave
velocity, VpM, Swave velocity, VsM, and density, ρM and is computed by ray tracing in a Jeffreys‐Bullen earthmodel.A(p,t)
is the attenuation operator, which is a constant‐Q Futterman (1962) operator. The receiver function RPZ(p) is computed
either for the half‐space or for a layered crustal model response (RecevStruct(p,t)).
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The Mueller‐Murphy model reduced displacement potential (RDP) and RVP have analytic time domain for-
mulations (Saikia, 2017), as needed for waveform modeling. Figure 5 displays the variation in RDP, RVP,
and far‐field half‐space effective source functions for varying combinations of specified yield and burial
depth. The source RDP has moderate overshoot, which produces overshoot in the RVP. The pulse width
of the RVP decreases with increasing burial depth, producing complex interference with the negative ampli-
tude pP arrival that has the indicated half‐space lag time relative to P (ΔtpP‐P) and relative amplitude pP/P.
These source functions will be further smoothed by attenuation and modified by high‐pass filtering in order
to compare with data, and there are complex tradeoffs between t*, yield, and, to a lesser extent, burial depth
that must be evaluated.

For the 4‐Hzmodeling procedure we first select an estimate of burial depth for each event, and then compute
a broad suite of synthetics for varying yield and t* combinations. Based on the published estimates of burial
depths in Table 2, we specify depths of 380 m for NK1, 600 m for NK2, 420 m for NK3, and 750 m for NK4,
NK5, and NK6. These depths are generally consistent with absolute estimates from precise relative location
estimates (e.g., Gibbons et al., 2017; Pasyanos & Myers, 2018), but significant uncertainty remains, and we
will evaluate the effect of these choices. Filtered synthetics for a distance of 5,500 km are then constructed
for the chosen source depth for a range of yield spanning the estimates in Table 2 along with Futterman
t* values from 0.4 to 1.3 s. While some paths likely have frequency‐dependent attenuation, Chaves et al.
(2018) found that overall their waveform predictions of the NK6 event favored a constant‐Q model.

The mean and standard deviation of the scaled 4‐Hz amplitudes for each event define a trajectory in the t*
yield modeling domain, with lower t* being required for a lower yield in order to match the observed value.
Figure 6 shows the trajectories of the data (±1σ) superimposed on contours of corresponding amplitude
measures for the synthetics for each event. Given our scaling of all amplitude ratios relative to the NK6 event
mean that we adopt the preferred t* value (0.78 ± 0.03 s) from Chaves et al. (2018) to determine self‐
consistent absolute yield estimates for each of the six DPRK tests (Table 3), defining generous uncertainty
bounds based on the uncertainty range of t* and the standard deviations of the amplitude measures.
These estimates provide reasonable constraints on the range of yields given uncertainties in data

Figure 5. The time domain reduced displacement potential (RDP), reduced velocity potential (RVP), and effective source function (convolution of the RVP and the
source region elastic propagation Green's function), for the Mueller‐Murphy granite source model for varying depth of burial (DOB) and explosion yield. The
corresponding scaled depth of burial (SDOB) and elastic radius, Re, and the pP–P differential arrival time (ΔtpP‐P) and pP/P amplitude ratio are shown for each case.
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measurements and the average t* of the test site, but are restricted to the
particular choice of the Mueller‐Murphy model and the assumed
burial depths.

The calculations in Figure 6 are all for the same elastic half‐spacemodel as
used in Chaves et al. (2018), with the exception of the plot for NK6. If the
true pP arrival is delayed relative to the elastic synthetics due to overesti-
mation of the source P wave velocity (perhaps due to the presence of sur-
ficial weathering or rock layering) or by nonlinear effects due to damage
around the source cavity, the amplitude contours in Figure 6 will shift
and our yield estimates will change accordingly. In modeling NK6,
Chaves et al. (2018) favored a pP arrival time delayed by a multiplicative
factor, pPTime = 2.25, and that is used in Figure 6 for NK6. For the other
events, if we increase pP delay time by multiplying the elastic values by
pPTime factors of 1.5 (keeping the source depth fixed), we find that esti-
mated yields increase by 10% to 22% for the deeper events (to 7.5 kt for
NK2, 14 kt for NK4, and 22 kt for NK5) and decrease by 15% for the

Figure 6. Comparison of observed 4‐Hz mean first‐peak‐to‐first‐trough P displacement amplitudes and their uncertainty ranges (colored curves) for the six North
Korean nuclear tests with predictions from identically filtered synthetics for large ranges of attenuation operator t* and explosion yield using Mueller‐Murphy
granite source models. The predictions are for the indicated specific depth of burial (DOB) for each event. Elastic (pPTime factor = 1.0) pP delay times are used for
all events other than 2017 (NK6), which has pPTime factor = 2.25, accounting for large delays from extensive damage in the source region. The observed
amplitudes can be matched by t* and yield values anywhere along the colored trade‐off curves. Using the preferred choice of t* and its uncertainty (0.78 ± 0.03 s;
horizontal lines) fromChaves et al. (2018), based onmodeling of broadband data for the 2017 event, self‐consistent yield estimates and uncertainties aremade for all
events from the intersections with the trade‐off curves. This gives the yield estimates and bounds in Table 3.

Table 3
Yield Estimates From Teleseismic 4‐Hz P Wave Initial Cycle Modeling With
Ranges Based on Uncertainty Bounds in Measured Ratios and Range of t*

Event
Specified
depth (m)

Yield
estimate (kt)

Estimate
range (kt)

2006 (NK1) 380 2.6 (1.4, 4.5)
2009 (NK2) 600 6.8 (4.4, 9.8)
2013 (NK3) 420 16.1 (8.6, 27.6)
2016a (NK4) 750 11.9 (6.9, 19.0)
2016b (NK5) 750 18.8 (12.8, 27.1)
2017 (NK6) 750 230 (180, 280)

Note. Elastic scaling factor pPtime = 1.0 is used for all events except
pPtime = 2.25 for 2017, as preferred by Chaves et al. (2018). The range
of each estimate is from consideration of the fitting over the spread of
the uncertainty in t* and the standard deviation of the event average
amplitude.
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shallower events (to 2.2 kt for NK1 and 13.9 kt for NK3); still giving values well within the estimated ranges
in Table 3. For shallow burial depths, the elastic pP delay interferes destructively (Figure 5) so that a higher
yield is required to match the 4‐Hz data. This interference diminishes with increasing pP delay time, so that
lower yield values match the data. Conversely, in synthetics for deeper source depths, pP interferes slightly
constructively above 4 Hz. For increasing pP delay, this effect is diminished, and larger yields are required to
match the data.

The sensitivity to error in the source depth used in the 4‐Hzmodeling is similar to that for pP lag variations to
first order, but includes additional direct effects of source depth on the source time function. We repeat the
analysis in Figure 6, using assumed source depths perturbed shallower by 100 m for NK1 (280 m), NK2
(500 m), NK3 (320 m), NK4 (650 m), and NK5 (650 m). Elastic pP parameters are used (pPTime factor =
1.0). For t* = 0.78 s, the mean yield estimates are 3.0 kt (NK1), 6.7 kt (NK2), 21.5 kt (NK3), 11.1 kt (NK4),
and 17.9 kt (NK5) (Figure S1). These are again well within the yield uncertainties for the preferred depth
determinations in Table 3.

To evaluate the results of modeling the 4‐Hz mean amplitudes, we use the yield estimates and source depths
listed in Table 3 to produce synthetic P wave displacements, which are high‐pass filtered at 4‐Hz and com-
pare the predictions with linear stacks of aligned waveforms at three arrays at varying azimuths from the
source (Figure 7). Only stations with data for all events other than NK1, which has few data with acceptable
signal‐to‐noise‐ratios, are included. The amplitudes of the stacked traces are corrected for geometric spread-
ing to 5,500 km and corresponding synthetics are compared with the data after estimating array‐specific t*
values that match the average absolute amplitudes of the first‐peak‐to‐first‐trough of that array's data.
This gives lower t* for the relatively high amplitude data at Warramunga (six‐station stack, t* = 0.54 s)
and NVAR (three‐station stack, t* = 0.62 s) and higher t* for the relatively low amplitude data at
Bucovina (eight‐station stack, t* = 0.81 s). Note that the individual path attenuation t* vary significantly
from the mean value used in modeling the event average 4‐Hz amplitudes, well beyond the standard error
of the mean value determined for the complete ensemble of waveforms for the event, as is expected. Each
waveform comparison in Figure 7 has true relative amplitude. Overall, the source models fit the first‐cycle
amplitudes quite well, validating the stability of the yield estimates from the mean amplitudes. The ampli-
tude, and likely the yield, of NK1 at Warramunga is overestimated, but the noise level is high and appears
to cause some destructive interference in the data. Only the first cycle of the waveforms, indicated by the
two‐headed arrow, should be considered, as the half‐space synthetics are not expected to specifically predict
any of the later coda, which varies from array to array and between events at the same array. The strategy of
the 4‐Hz modeling is to avoid the need to predict the complex pP interference and coda behavior and to lar-
gely isolate the direct P energy from the source in the early part of the waveform.

4. Intercorrelation Analysis

In order to utilize more of the seismic recording than just the high‐frequency content of the first 0.25 s of the
P arrival for estimating the explosion yields, we apply a relative waveform equalization procedure to the 0.8‐
Hz filtered P wave seismograms at teleseismic and regional distances. Intercorrelation (Burger et al., 1986;
Lay, 1985; Lay et al., 1984) considers two very closely located explosions recorded at multiple stations. For
clarity, a brief description of the method is provided.

4.1. Intercorrelation Procedure

The observed seismograms for the ith isotropic explosion event observed at the jth station, Oij(t), can be
expressed as the convolution of a series of filters; a source function, Si(t), a filter for all propagation effects,
Gij(t), and the instrument response, Ij(t). The observation of two events, i= 1, 2, at station j can thus be repre-
sented as

O1j tð Þ ¼ S1 tð Þ*G1j tð Þ*I j tð Þ (1)

O2j tð Þ ¼ S2 tð Þ*G2j tð Þ*I j tð Þ (2)

where * indicates convolution. The source functions for isotropic explosions are the RVPs for far‐field P
waves. The station‐specific propagation effects include geometric spreading, seismic wave attenuation,
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Figure 7. Comparison of observed 4‐Hz filtered P wave signals from linear stacks of stations common to all events
(black lines) at the Warramunga (six station‐stack, top panel), NVAR (three‐station‐stack, middle panel), and
Bucovina (eight‐station stack, lower panel) arrays, and half‐space synthetic predictions (red) for the indicated estimates
of yield (W), burial depth (H), and station‐specific constant t* attenuation factor. The data and synthetics have the same
filtering and each comparison has the same absolute amplitude scale. The source models are those obtained from
modeling in Figure 6. The t* for each station is tuned to match the first‐peak‐to‐first‐trough absolute amplitude. The
double‐headed arrow indicates the portion of the waveform that is being modeled; station‐specific receiver structure
and signal coda are not accounted for by the simple half‐space prediction.
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receiver function, and all far‐field phases generated by a point‐source explosion in an anelastic Earth
model, as schematically shown in Figure 4. We generally do not know the details of short‐period wave
propagation effects that dominate the seismogram complexity at any given station, so forward modeling
of the entire short‐period signals has very limited predictability, even at regional distances (e.g., Rodgers
et al., 2010).

Intercorrelation uses signals from nearby sources at a common station, so that all remote propagation
effects, including geometric spreading, attenuation, multipathing, scattering, receiver function, and
instrument response can be assumed to be identical, with only source time functions and near‐source
propagation effects differing between events. For an explosion in a half‐space, the near‐source effects involve
free surface reflections pP and pS, which vary in timing if the events are at different depths. For a plane‐
layered near‐source medium, there will be secondary differences due to multiples within the source
environment, but the pP arrival will dominate. In the presence of rough surface topography, pP reflections
can be complicated with focusing, defocusing, and multipathing that vary with azimuth, possibly differing
even between nearby events (e.g., Avants, 2014; Rodgers et al., 2010; Stevens & O'Brien, 2018). Given that
the precise location of the events beneath the 3‐D topography is not known and it is an overwhelming
challenge to compute teleseismic 3‐D short‐period propagation effects for all possible source locations within
the mountainous source region, we use a flat free surface over a half‐space in this study (plane layered
structures were also considered, but results are not shown here as they do not differ significantly), with
simple specular reflection calculations for pP. Thus, Gij(t) is parameterized as convolution of Pij(t), a
spike‐train with a P arrival and a pP arrival with relative arrival time (ΔtpP‐P) and free surface reflection
coefficient (pP/P ~ −0.9) computed for a given source velocity model and ray parameter for each station
(ray parameters are for the IASP91 model, Kennett & Engdahl, 1991) with an operator representing all
common propagation effects to the station, Rj(t):

Gij tð Þ ¼ Pij tð Þ*Rj tð Þ (3)

This parameterizes the differences in the propagation terms between events to primarily correspond to the
time lag between the two spikes. No matter how complex the actual far‐field propagation may be, we do not
need to model it, as Rj(t) is common to the two traces for a given station. We define the effective source func-

tion, SEij(t) to be the convolution of an estimate of the source RVP, bSi(t), with an estimate of the station‐

specific propagation spike train, bPij(t):

SEij tð Þ ¼ bSi tð Þ*bPij tð Þ (4)

The effective source functions are computed for specific trial yields and burial depths using the Mueller‐
Murphy model and a propagation spike train.

Ensuring that the instruments' responses are the same over time at a given station, with corrections being
made if necessary, equations (1) and (2) give

SE2j tð Þ*O1j tð Þ≅SE1j tð Þ*O2j tð Þ (5)

This equation underpins the intercorrelation procedure; equivalence only holds true (the waveforms are
equalized) if both events have trial effective source functions that perfectly represent the actual effective

source functions (i.e.,bSi(t) = Si(t) and bPij(t) = Pij(t)). Figure 8 provides examples of applying (5) to waveforms
from events NK2 (2009) and NK5 (2016b) and from events NK1 (2006) and NK6 (2017), for teleseismic P
wave signals at stations WB06 or NV01 and a regional Pn wave signal at station MDJ. The larger the differ-
ence in yield and burial depth, the more different the observed waveforms are (the 2006 to 2017 comparisons
represent the extreme cases).

For incorrect assumed values of yield and burial depth for the two events, there will be some mismatch
between the left‐ and right‐hand sides of (5). The waveform difference residual is minimized by searching
over each effective source function parameter to determine the best‐fitting models. Two normalizations
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are used to appraise the waveform equalization for each trial. The first is a weighted average cross‐
correlation normalization given by

NCC ¼ 1

∑n
j¼1wj

∑
n

j
cccj·wj
� �

(6)

where n is the number of stations and cccj is the optimal‐lag normalized cross‐correlation coefficient for the
jth station intercorrelation. The weighting factor, wj is manually assigned to downweight noisy stations and
upweight regional stations for which high‐frequency Pn arrivals provide more information within the inter-
correlation time window (usually 1‐ to 2‐s long). A weighting factor of 10 is chosen for the high‐sample‐rate
regional stations, and traces with poor signal‐to‐noise ratios are downweighted by as much as a factor of 0.2.
Cross correlation measures the coherence of the cross‐convolved waveforms and their similarity. Because
both the source time functions and the observed pairs of seismograms for a given station are very similar
for most events, the cross‐correlation coefficient varies slowly across a substantial parameter space.
Appraisal of best‐fitting models based only on cross correlation is also biased toward alignment of high‐
amplitude pulses. To mitigate this, we also use a second parameter to evaluate the model parameters.

This second parameter retains the absolute amplitude information. The amplitude error is

ERRamp ¼ wj∑
n
j¼1∑t θ1j tð Þ−θ2j tð Þ

� �2
·

1

Fscale

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
∑tSE1j tð Þ2·∑tSE2j tð Þ2

q (7)

where θ1j(t) and θ2j(t) are the left and right sides of (5), respectively, for the jth station intercorrelation. The
squared difference of the cross convolutions, [θ1j(t) − θ2j(t)]

2, is normalized by the power of the effective

Figure 8. Examples of the intercorrelation procedure, where the observed P or Pn waves of two events (2009, NK2 and
2016b, NK5 in top two rows; 2006, NK1 and 2017, NK6 in lower two rows) at teleseismic stations WB06 (top row) or
NV01 (third row) (with high‐pass filter corner of 0.8 Hz) and regional station MDJ (second and fourth rows) (unfiltered)
are convolved with the effective source functions (convolution of the RVP for a specific yield and burial depth with the P
+pP spike train Green's function computed for each station) for the other event. This produces “intercorrelated” wave-
forms that will be very similar if the parameters in the effective source functions (yield and burial depth) are accurate.
Searching over the effective source function parameters to optimize waveform amplitude and waveshape similarity pro-
vides optimal source parameters.
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source functions and by Fscale, a factor used to balance the amplitude error. The waveform error is computed
for each station for a specified time range and then summed over the total number of stations, n. The loga-
rithm of the ERRamp is then averaged by the sum of station weights:

NERR ¼ log10 ERRamp
� �

∑n
j¼1wj

(8)

and the final amplitude norm is taken to be

NAMP ¼ 10NERR (9)

Normalizing by the power in the effective source functions reduces, but does not eliminate, the effect of
amplitude scaling of the effective source functions with increasing yield, which increases the power in
θ1j(t) and θ2j(t) and, in turn, the squared difference between them.

This method can be applied to estimate yields with no independent constraints, but the technique is intrin-
sically mostly sensitive to relative differences in source depth and yield, rather than absolute values. Thus, a
suite of yields and depth of burials for both events can suitably reduce the residual between both sides of (5).
The differential sensitivity somewhat reduces influence of error in the seismic velocity structure used to
calculate pP delay times and amplitudes, with regional phases being more sensitive due to their larger ray
parameters. We again use a source P wave velocity of 5.5 km/s, as this is the standard value for the
Mueller‐Murphy granite source model (e.g., Stevens & Day, 1985). If we lower the near‐surface velocity in
layered models to allow for weathering, we find that relative yields and relative depths can vary by several
percent, which is small compared to overall uncertainties.

4.2. Intercorrelation Results

Relatively large data sets are used to enhance the sensitivity of collective waveform equalization for each
event pair; for example, there are 166 waveform pairs for NK5 and NK6; 190 for NK5 and NK4; 162 for
NK5 and NK3; 110 for NK5 and NK2, and 22 for NK5 and NK1. Figure 9 shows the full data set for the
NK5 and NK2 comparison, comprised of 108 P wave seismogram pairs, mostly from high‐frequency array
channels, along with two regional Pn seismogram pairs. The latter have the highest signal‐to‐noise ratios
and broadest band energy. Many of the additional data are shown as event pairs in Figures S2 and S3.
Each event can be intercorrelated with all other events, giving multiple measures of relative yields and
source depths.

We considered wide ranges of candidate yields and depths for each event, determining the preferred para-
meters for the other five events in each case, confirming that absolute yield and depth determinations are
not well resolved, but relative yield measures are reasonably stable. Absolute depth resolution is similarly
limited, and there are systematic trade‐offs between relative yield and relative depth estimates. As in pre-
vious applications of intercorrelation, independent specification of any single event yield and depth (which
were openly known for some U.S. tests at the Nevada and Amchita test sites) allows absolute yield and depth
estimates to be made for all other events. As a preliminary reference, we adopt the yield estimate (18.8 kt) for
a source depth of 750 m for event 2016b (NK5) obtained from the 4‐Hzmodeling described above. Recall that
perturbing the source depth by −100 m only slightly changed the yield estimate to 17.9 kt, so this is a stable
reference case. While this estimate is linked to the t* value that Chaves et al. (2018) directly estimated from
modeling the 2017 (NK6) event, the waveforms for NK6 differ significantly from all other events, so it is less
reliable as a reference event for the full waveform modeling.

For the reference model for NK5, we search over broad ranges of yield and burial depth for each of the other
five events, finding results summarized in column 2 (green) of Table S2, using the norms in (6) and (7) to
define preferred values for the 1‐s time interval from 0.1 s before the first arrival to 0.9 s after. The results
are listed for elastic pP parameters (pPTime factor = 1.0) for all events, but for NK6 results are also shown
for the delayed pP (pPTime factor = 2.25) inferred by Chaves et al. (2018). The intercorrelated waveforms
for NK5 (yield 18.8 kt, H= 750 m) and NK2 (yield 5.1 kt, H = 730 m) are shown in Figure 10 to illustrate
the waveform equalization. The convolutions with the estimate effective source functions slightly modify
the waveshapes relative to the raw data in Figure 9, but the relative amplitudes are much more similar
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due to the equalization. Figure 11 shows the trade‐off curves for the amplitude norm (7) over ranges of yield
and depth estimates for the five events. The amplitude misfit surfaces display complex trade‐offs between
yield and depth, sometimes with better resolution of yield (NK2), sometimes with better resolution of
depth (NK3), and sometimes with direct trade‐off (NK4). Using the parameters estimated for each event
relative to the reference case for NK5, each event was in turn used as a reference event (yellow highlights
in Table S2), giving the results in other columns in Table S2. Recognizing that the intercorrelation
procedure is primarily sensitive to relative parameters, Table 4 normalizes all of the columns in Table S2
by the corresponding yield estimates for NK5, along with giving average yield ratios relative to NK5. This

Figure 9. Seismogram pairs for 108 teleseismic P and two regional Pn observations for the 2009 (NK2) and 2016b (NK5)
events. The P wave data are high‐pass filtered with a corner at 0.8 Hz; MDJ is unfiltered, while INCN is high‐pass filtered
with corner at 1 Hz. The amplitudes of all traces are normalized to the peak amplitude in the 5‐s windows.
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highlights the significant precision of the relative size estimates in this case. While there is up to 30%
variability in yield estimates from the various reference event combinations, there is greater variation in
depth for these unconstrained searches, which directly contributes to the variation in yield estimates.

Given that the reference yield estimate for NK5 has uncertainty, we explore the effect of varying that value.
Table S3 shows results found if the initial reference yield for NK5 is assumed to be 12.5 kt for 750‐m source
depth. The unconstrained search over yield and depth of burial gives average yield ratios summarized in
Table 5, which are within 15% of those in Table 4. The yield ratio results in Tables 4 and 5 exhibit scatter from
fluctuation in estimated depth, particularly for NK2, NK3, and NK6. This is associated with there being two
or more local minima in the waveform misfit surfaces. If the local minimum at larger depth is slightly more
pronounced, a larger yield is estimated. The limitations of the data sets and model parameterization are
responsible for this instability. The averaging of multiple combinations of intercorrelations does tend to give
yield ratio estimates that are quite consistent and independent of the initial reference event yield.

Figure 10. The equalized waveforms for the data in Figure 9 where the effective source models for 2009 (NK2) and
2016b (NK5) are shown at the upper left (labeled P+pP), along with the corresponding reduced velocity potential
and reduced displacement potential. The NK2 observation convolved with the NK5 effective source model is the upper
trace in each pair, while the NK5 observation convolved with the NK2 effective source model is the lower trace in
each pair. The yield and depth for NK5 were specified and a search over yield and depth for NK2 minimized the
amplitude misfit norm for the indicated yield and depth (see Figure 11).
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The elastic half‐space calculations involve a rather high source region velocity and short pP delay times, and
it is likely that actual elastic structure is slower, as discussed above. We thus also perform unconstrained
intercorrelations of all event combinations using pPTime factors of 1.25, 1.50, 1.75, and 2.0. Estimates of
the yield and source depth for NK4 for models of NK5 with a yield of 18.8 kt and 750‐m burial depth, with
different pPTime combinations are shown in Table S4. Based on the location of these two events (Figure 1),
similar depths are expected, and very consistent yield and depth estimates are found when pPTime is the

Figure 11. Intercorrelation search over yield and burial depth for each of the nuclear tests relative to the 2016b (NK5)
event, which has fixed yield estimate of 18.8 kt and depth of burial of 750 m, as used in the 4‐Hz modeling. The
weightedwaveform amplitudemisfit norm is shown for each estimate of the parameters of the effective source function for
the indicated events, with red dots indicating the minimum misfit, green dots indicating parameters giving up to 10%
increase inmisfit norm, used to specify bounds on yield and depth estimates. The surfaces are color scaled bymisfit outside
the green dot regions. Elastic pP delay times (pPTime factor = 1.0) are used for all events except for the 2017 (NK6) event,
for which pPTime factor = 2.25 is used, giving delayed pP arrivals, as indicated in the modeling by Chaves et al. (2018).
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same for both events with values of 1.25 to 2.0. Using a larger pPTime factor for NK4 than for NK5 leads to
unlikely shallow depth estimates, while using a lower pPTime factor for NK4 than for NK5 leads to unlikely
deep depth estimate. It appears most reasonable to use uniform pPTime factors. A subset of results for all
events using a reference yield of 18.8 kt for NK5 and uniform pPTime factors from 1.0 to 1.5 is listed in
Table S5. As pPTime increases, there are moderate increases and decreases in estimated yields, with the
largest fluctuations found when depth changes significantly. If the NK5 reference event depth is changed
to 625 m, the estimated depths tend to shallow slightly, and there is somewhat less variation in yield and
depth estimates (Table S6). Searching over all possible depths and pP delay parameters for all events is
not particularly useful, given the complex topology of the waveform misfit curves. So, our strategy for
obtaining preferred yield estimates is to impose a priori constraints on the depths.

We estimate the burial depth of each event based on the topographic relief from the tunnel adits to positions
below the epicentral location estimates of Myers et al. (2018). We project the centers of the location ellipses
in Figure 1 to depth, assuming, in the first case, horizontal tunneling, and in the second case, tunneling with
a 4% grade. These depth estimates are given in Table 6. Given the variable topography, the horizontal tunnel
assumptions provide reasonable maximum overburden estimates, while 4% grade not only allows for drai-
nage but also may partially account for minimum depth to the surface being less than vertical depth.

Fixing these two sets of depth estimates, we compute relative yields using intercorrelation varying only yield
and uniform pPTime factor from 1.0 to 1.5, again initiating cross combinations with NK5 having a yield of
18.8 kt. Time windows 2.1‐s long are used for computing the waveform norms for the depth‐constrained
intercorrelations. Results for the depths predicted by horizontal tunneling are shown in Table S7 for
pPTime factor = 1.0 and in Table S8 for pPTime factor = 1.5. Results for the depths predicted by tunneling
with a 4% grade are shown in Table S9 for pPTime factor = 1.0 and in Table S10 for pPTime factor = 1.5.
Constraining burial depths suppresses variation of estimated yield for NK1–NK5 significantly in Tables

Table 4
Yield Ratios From Unconstrained Intercorrelation Searches Relative to a Starting Reference of 2016b (NK5) With Yield
of 18.8 kt and Depth of Burial of 750 m

Event 2017 2016b 2016a 2013 2009 2006 Average

2017 11.3 12.3 14.8 11.5 15.8 10.9 13
pPTIme 1.0 660 m 660 m 520 m 1,350 m 520 m 1,380 m
(NK6) REF
2017 9.7 8.5 9.6 10.2 10.0 9.6
pPTime 2.25 500 m 480 m 520 m 400 m 580 m

2016b 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
(NK5) 560 m 750 m 440 m 840 m 780 m 940 m

START

2016 0.60 0.67 0.57 0.73 0.66 0.51 0.62
(NK4) 500 m 430 m 430 m 329 m 460 m 840 m

REF

2013 0.72 1.19 0.95 1.19 0.70 0.85 0.93
(NK3) 500 m 240 m 260 m 240 m 800 m 300 m

REF

2009 0.35 0.27 0.23 0.28 0.27 0.25 0.28
(NK2) 340 m 730 m 580 m 740 730 m 320 m

REF

2006 0.12 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.11 0.09 0.10
(NK1) 280 m 280 m 280 m 280 220 m 280 m

REF

Note. Each column represents a search of yields and depths relative to the event labeled at the top of the column, with
the yields normalized by the estimate found for 2016b (NK5). The absolute values of the yields and uncertainty ranges
are shown in Table S2 in the supporting information. Elastic pPTime factor = 1.0 was assumed for all cases, with an
additional solution for 2017 for pPTime factor = 2.25. The average values of the yield ratios and source depth estimates
for the six suites of estimates are shown on the right.
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S7–S10 compared to the unconstrained intercorrelation estimates in Tables S2 and S3. For example,
assuming a 4% tunnel grade and pPTime factor = 1.0 (Table S9) results in <11% ranges in the yield
estimates for NK1, NK2, NK3, NK4, and NK5. Differences relative to assuming horizontal tunneling
depths are comparable. NK6 has larger variations, mainly due to the longer period duration of the RDP
and more complex pP interference behavior. Comparing the cases of pPTime factor = 1.0 to pPTime
factor = 1.5 for the two sets of burial depths (Tables S7 vs. S8 and Tables S9 vs. S10), indicates small effect
on estimated yields of NK4 and NK5 (1–2% difference) and larger effect on NK1 (42% difference) and NK3
(30% difference). For NK1 and NK3, yield estimates decrease when increasing the pPTime factor to 1.5,
whereas they slightly increase for decreasing depth of burial.

The yield estimates determined by intercorrelations using the NK5 refer-
ence yield of 18.8 kt for pPTime factors of 1.0, 1.25, and 1.5 are shown in
Table 7. Our preferred yield estimates allow for both a tunnel grade of
4% and a delay of pP by a factor of 1.25 for the five smaller events and lar-
ger pP delay by a factor of 2.25 for the 2017 event. The yield estimates are
1.4 kt (NK1), 5.0 kt (NK2), 13.2 kt (NK3), 11.2 kt (NK4), 18.8 kt, (NK5),
and 215–250 kt (NK6). All of these are tied to the baseline yield assumed
for NK5. The velocity structure is not known in detail, and some pP delay
relative to a uniform half‐space is to be expected for all events, and we
view pPTime factor = 1.25 as a reasonable first‐order adjustment for velo-
city structure error. For 2017, the much greater damage zone around the
large explosion will impact more of the pP surface reflection than for
the smaller events, augmenting the pP perturbation (Figure 12). Thus,
some preference is given for the 250‐kt estimate of yield which is for

Table 5
Yield Ratios From Unconstrained Intercorrelation Searches Relative to a Starting Reference of 2016b (NK5) With Yield
of 12.5 kt and Depth of Burial of 750 m

Event 2017 2016b 2016a 2013 2009 2006 Average

2017 14.1 15.6 20.0 14.9 18.0 19.9+ 14
pPTIme 1.0 460 m 460 m 400 m 480 m 400 m 320 m
(NK6) REF
2017 8.5 12.4 8.3 9.8 11.9 10
pPTime 2.25 460 m 280 m 520 m 320 m 600 m

2016b(NK5) 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
pPTIme 1.0 500 m 750 m 700 m 780 m 820 m 940 m

START

2016a 0.61 0.68 0.68 0.79 0.59 0.54 0.65
(NK4) 480 m 400 m 400 m 300 m 760 m 800 m

REF

2013 0.73 1.22 1.22 1.23 1.06 0.68 1.02
(NK3) 440 m 220 m 220 m 220 m 240 m 940 m

REF

2009 0.31 0.27 0.32 0.48 0.27 0.24 0.32
(NK2) 380 m 680 m 320 m 180 m 680 m 320 m

REF

2006 0.12 0.10 0.12 0.10 0.11 0.09 0.11
(NK1) 280 m 280 m 280 m 220 m 220 m 280 m

REF

Note. Each column represents a search of yields and depths relative to the event labeled at the top of the column, with
the yields normalized by the estimate found for 2016b (NK5). The absolute values of the yields and uncertainty ranges
are shown in Table S3 in the supporting information. Elastic pPTime factor = 1.0 was assumed for all cases, with an
additional solution for 2017 for pPTime factor = 2.25. The average values of the yield ratios and source depth estimates
for the six suites of estimates are shown on the right.

Table 6
Estimated Vertical Burial Depths Assuming Epicentral Locations Shown in
Figure 1 (Table 1), a Digital Elevation Map From Shuttle Radar
Topography Mission (SRTM) Data, Estimated Tunnel Adit Locations, and
Either Horizontal Tunneling (Middle Column) or Tunneling With a 4%
Grade (Right Column)

Event No grade 4% grade

2006 (NK1) 500 m 430 m
2009 (NK2) 670 m 600 m
2013 (NK3) 480 m 430 m
2016a (NK4) 790 m 710 m
2016b (NK5) 790 m 710 m
2017 (NK6) 790 m 710 m
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pPTime factor = 2.25, as used by Chaves et al. (2018). The uncertainty estimates are case specific and do not
capture all model uncertainty by any means. The explosion model and its scaling, the specific source depths,
the elastic wave propagation, the use of a flat free surface, all involve assumptions that affect these estimates.
However, within the model space considered, the results are generally stable with the largest variation being
for the poorly recorded 2006 (NK1) event.

5. Spectral Ratio Tests

Acknowledging the nonuniqueness of the preferred models, it is useful to
verify that they are reasonable. We evaluate the results of the waveform
equalization by comparing spectral ratios of high quality regional Pn data
and source functions for our preferred yield and depth estimates. For two
closely located isotropic explosions, computing the spectral ratio cancels
the propagation effects from the source region to a common receiver, iso-
lating the ratio of the effective source functions. The regional seismo-
grams from station MDJ (with instruments equalized to 2017 response)
allow us to recover broadband spectra from about 0.5 to 10 Hz for wind-
owed Pn arrivals. For the synthetics, we compute the RVP effective source
function (Pn + pPn) using the preferred yield and depth of burial esti-
mates from intercorrelation with 4% tunneling grade and pPTime factor
=1.25 (Table 7, column 5). For NK6 we use the result for pPTime factor
= 2.25. The data and model spectra and spectral ratios of NK6 to every
other event are shown in Figure 13.

Table 7
Yields and their Uncertainty Bounds Estimated by Intercorrelation Relative to Reference Values for 2016b (NK5), of Yield = 18.8 kt, and Depth of Burial = 750 m

pPTime 1.0 pPTime 1.25 pPTime 1.5 pPTime 1.0 pPTime 1.25 pPTime 1.5
Event Horizontal Horizontal Horizontal 4% grade 4% grade 4% grade

2017 250 kt 285 kt 290 kt 215 kt 250 kt 265 kt
pPTime (205–330 kt) (225‐365 kt) (240‐370 kt) (180‐260 kt) (215‐300 kt) (230‐320 kt)
Factor 2.25 790 m 790 m 790 m 710 m 710 m 710 m

2017 200 kt 205 kt 210 kt 215 kt 215 kt 220 kt
(NK6) (180–225 kt) (185–225 kt) (195–225 kt) (195–240 kt) (200–240 kt) (205–240 kt)

790 m 790 m 790 m 710 m 710 m 710 m

2016b 18.8 kt 18.8 kt 18.8 kt 18.8 kt 18.8 kt 18.8 kt
(NK5) 790 m 790 m 790 m 710 m 710 m 710 m

REF REF REF REF REF REF

2016a 11.3 kt 11.2 kt 11.0 kt 11.3 kt 11.2 kt 11.1 kt
(NK4) (10.7–11.9 kt) (10.6–11.8 kt) (10.4–11.7 kt) (10.8–11.9 kt) (10.6–11.8 kt) (10.5–11.7 kt)

790 m 790 m 790 m 710 m 710 m 710 m

2013 13.8 kt 12.2 kt 10.1 kt 14.4 kt 13.2 kt 11.7 kt
(NK3) (12.6–15.3 kt) (11.0–13.6 kt) (8.5–11.9 kt) (13.2–15.2 kt) (11.9–14.7 kt) (10.7–13.3 kt)

480 m 480 m 480 m 430 m 430 m 430 m

2009 5.1 kt 4.8 kt 4.4 kt 5.2 kt 5.0 kt 4.7 kt
(NK2) (4.8–5.4 kt) (4.5–5.1 kt) (3.9–4.9 kt) (4.9–5.5 kt) (4.7–5.3 kt) (4.4–5.0 kt)

670 m 670 m 670 m 600 m 600 m 600 m

2006 1.6 kt 1.2 kt 0.9 kt 1.8 kt 1.4 kt 1.1 kt
(NK1) (1.4–1.9 kt) (1.1–1.5 kt) (0.8–1.1 kt) (1.5–2.0 kt) (1.2–1.6 kt) (1.0–1.3 kt)

500 m 500 m 500 m 430 m 430 m 430 m

Note. Depths are constrained to the two sets of values in Table 6. Results for all cross combinations for each choice of burial depth and pPTime factor are given in
Tables S7–S10 in the supporting information. The overall preferred values are highlighted in bold in column 5, which is for pPTime factor = 1.25 and depths for
assumed 4% tunnel grade.

Figure 12. Schematic of how the surface reflections, pP, may be selectively
affected by the damage zone around the explosion cavity. Larger explosions,
with larger damage zone radii will affect a wider range of pP paths, with
the 2017 (NK6) event expected to have much stronger and more extensive
nonelastic effects on pP than the smaller events.
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Figure 13. Comparison of effective source function spectra for the six nuclear explosions using the preferred intercorrela-
tion values in Table 7 (left column) with observed Pn spectra for regional station MDJ, (middle column), with spectral
ratios shown on the right (intercorrelation results are in dashed red lines, data in black).
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The model spectral ratios match the data very well in the 0.5‐ to
5‐Hz passband. As can be seen in the individual data spectra there
is very little signal below 0.5 Hz other than for NK6, so the
long‐period level is not expected to be fit well. Nonetheless, in
the 0.5‐ to 2‐Hz band there is clearly a bump in the spectral ratios
that is matched well by the overshoot of the Mueller‐Murphy
source model. This would not be well matched by source models
that lack overshoot. The critical passband for this comparison is
from 1 to 5 Hz, and the models perform well in this band, even
for the 250‐ to 1.4‐kt comparison of NK6 and NK1. While the
absolute yield levels are not resolved by these ratios, the relative
yield estimates from intercorrelation are well supported by
this analysis.

As a test of consistency between the intercorrelation results and the 4‐Hz amplitude modeling, we use the
preferred burial depths and pPTime factors (Table 7, column 5) in again forwardmodeling of the 4‐Hz ampli-
tudes. This gives the yield estimates listed in Table 8. These can be compared with the results in Table 3,
based on slightly different depth and pPTime factors. The t* parameter is held fixed in this modeling at
0.78 ± 0.03 s. Only slight differences in estimated yield result from the newly specified burial depths and
pPTime factors, indicating general compatibility of the different analyses, well within the inferred bounds
of the estimates. We expect that the intercorrelation procedure provides a better yield estimate for the
2006 event because it uses broader bandwidth, whereas the 4‐Hz amplitude may be affected by pP for this
shallow, low signal‐to‐noise ratio event.

6. Discussion and Conclusions

Direct calibration of magnitude‐yield relationships for a given nuclear test site is required for very high con-
fidence seismic yield estimation, but that is not available for the North Korean test site. The yield estimates
obtained in this study from both the 4‐Hz modeling and intercorrelation can be used to predict magnitude‐
yield scaling curves. Figure 14 shows simple linear regressions of the 4‐Hz yield estimates (Table 3) and the
preferred intercorrelation estimates (Table 7, column 5) on NEIC mb values, mbNEIC. The two sets of yield
estimates are generally similar, with NK1 having the largest deviation, and likely being less reliable for
the 4‐Hz estimation due to data limitations. The yield‐scaling slope for the 4‐Hz estimates is about 1.0, while
it is 0.9 for the intercorrelation results; both of these are significantly higher than yield‐scaling slopes for

Table 8
Yield Estimates From Teleseismic 4‐Hz P Wave Initial Cycle Modeling With
Ranges Based on Uncertainty Bounds in Measured Ratios and Range of t*

Event Specified depth (m) Yield estimate (kt) Estimate range (kt)

2006 (NK1) 430 2.3 (1.3, 3.8)
2009 (NK2) 600 5.5 (4.5, 6.6)
2013 (NK3) 430 14.3 (8.0, 23.9)
2016a (NK4) 710 12.5 (7.5, 19.2)
2016b (NK5) 710 19.7 (13.4, 28.2)
2017 (NK6) 710 221 (148, 328)

Note. Elastic scaling factor pPtime = 1.25 is used for all events except pPtime =
2.25 for 2017, as preferred by Chaves et al. (2018), and depths are for 4% grade
tunneling.

Figure 14. Empirical mb‐yield relationships for the six North Korean underground nuclear explosions between mbNEIC
and (a) yields (W4‐Hz) estimated from modeling of the 4‐Hz filtered teleseismic P waves data using t* = 0.78 s in
Figure 6, and (b) yields (WIC) estimated from preferred intercorrelations with constrained depths listed in Table 7, column
5. Simple linear regressions give the intercept and slopes of each relationship.
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mbNEIC estimated for Semipalatinsk (0.75) and NTS (0.81; Murphy et al., 2013). This indicates that one can-
not transfer magnitude‐yield relationships from either of those sites to North Korea. It should be kept in
mind that the NEIC magnitudes in Figure 14 have very large variation in data sampling, so the significance
of the specific slope and intercept values are difficult to evaluate. The intercorrelation and location con-
straints on depths indicate that the North Korean tests include a wide range of scaled burial depths, with
the yields of smaller events being higher for a given magnitude than for normally buried events typically
used in magnitude‐yield calibration relationships. That would tend to increase the yield‐scaling slopes rela-
tive to other sites. The relatively high slopes found here are also consistent with the relatively large t* esti-
mated for this test site, as this reduces high‐frequency content of all events. The magnitude‐yield
relationship for the intercorrelation yield estimates, WIC, is our preferred “empirically” calibrated model.

As emphasized throughout this paper, remote seismological estimation of explosion yields without direct
calibration is fraught with many assumptions that undermine uniqueness. Our simple elastic half‐space
calculations do not account for complex near‐source 3‐D wave propagation effects, particularly for depth
phases. In addition, the pP depth phase may be delayed and possibly reduced in amplitude for some seis-
mic stations due to propagation downward through the damage zone of each explosion (Figure 12). While
the much larger yield of NK6 makes it likely that this effect is significantly greater for this event relative
to the smaller events, fully nonlinear hydrodynamic calculations are required to further evaluate
such effects.

Themodeling of 4‐Hz high‐pass filtered Pwaveforms is intended to suppress effects of pP and path structure,
but this depends on source depth, path attenuation, and influence of the minor long‐period energy allowed
into the signal by the filter. Intercorrelation provides a broader band estimation of relative yield without
needing to specify the remote propagation effects, but requires explicit representation of the free surface
interaction. We do not account for variations in pP amplitude and azimuthal delay variations that will result
from surface topography. Numerical models to do so are being pursued, but initial work (Avants, 2014) indi-
cates modest fluctuations in pP amplitudes for computations with realistic surface topography. The true 3‐D
source structure and device emplacement locations are unknown, contributing uncertainty to the intercor-
relation results. The absolute depths of NK1, NK2, and NK3 are particularly uncertain, as small lateral var-
iations in epicentral location could result in large changes in burial depth beneath the steep slopes of Mount
Mantap. If NK4, NK5, and NK6 are correctly located beneath the summit, there is less uncertainty in these
depth estimates, but the true tunnel geometry is not known. The specification of 18.8 kt as the reference yield
of NK5 for intercorrelation is based on the 4‐Hz modeling, and this value is tied to the t* estimate of Chaves
et al. (2018).

All of the results given here are specific for the Mueller‐Murphy source model (Mueller & Murphy, 1971),
and do not capture associated source model parameterization uncertainty. Several other nuclear explosion
models have been proposed, including Haskell (1967), von Seggern and Blandford (1972), Helmberger
and Hadley (1981), Denny and Johnson (1991), and Walter and Ford (2018). These have different spectral
shape and different depth and yield‐scaling attributes, and some concerns have been raised about the
Mueller‐Murphy model (e.g., Patton & Pabian, 2014; Walter & Ford, 2018). However, the Mueller‐Murphy
model remains the most comprehensively parameterized model, and as shown in the modeling here, it is
very effective at representing the seismic data for reasonable parameters. If future work validates a different
preferred nuclear explosion source model with yield and depth scaling for variable source media, similar
modeling and intercorrelation analysis may improve the yield estimates for the North Korean test site.
Use of a different source spectral shape will likely require use of different attenuation operators, which
may need to be frequency dependent (e.g., Burger et al., 1987).
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